Artificial immune systems (AIS) have been widely applied in optimization under static situations. Due to their dynamism, particular challenges are posed when handling dynamic optimization problems (DOPs). The designed algorithms must overcome these challenges to accomplish efficient results. In the paper, a new AIS based algorithm denoted as IAMAIS is proposed. In this algorithm, innate and adaptive responses in the immune system are elaborated on. The innate response is introduced to maintain the diversity of the population and implement global search, while the adaptive immune response is developed to locally locate the optima. Moreover, a memory mechanism is presented to reserve the found optima and further track the optima when environmental change happens. The experiments were applied on the most well-known benchmark, the Moving Peak Benchmark. Simulation results show that IAMAIS is competitive for Dops.
Introduction
Most real-world optimization applications are not static. Their objective function, decision variable, or environmental settings may change over time [1] . Compared with optimization in static environments, the optimization in dynamic environment not only needs to locate the optima in search spaces, but also pays more attention to tracking the trajectory of the moving optima. To achieve this goal, evolutionary mechanisms and swarm intelligent techniques seem to be feasible candidates. Recently, DOPs have attracted much attention. Several methods have been proposed that can be classified into five different groups [2] : (1) introducing diversity when changes happen, (2) maintaining diversity, (3) prediction-based methods, (4) self-adaptive methods, and (5) multi-population methods. Generally, combining desired features from the above strategies to form a hybrid algorithm that can take advantage of the strengths are commonly adopted by researchers.
As one of the representatives of nature-inspired algorithms, AIS has applied widely on Dops in both the academic and engineering field, including optimization, data mining, networking and computer security, and pattern recognition [3] . The nature of the immune system, such as antigen detection, an innate response, an adaptive response, and a memory mechanism, make it a good candidate for addressing DOPs. Unlike artificial hybrid algorithms, the immune system instinctively copes with the dynamism. In this paper, an artificial immune system based on the innate-adaptive response and memory mechanism (IAMAIS) is presented to handle the DOPs. The innate response works for maintaining diversity, while the adaptive response functions to locate the optima. Furthermore, the memory records the optima acquired in the last environment and works for optima tracking for the upcoming environments.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related immune inspired approaches proposed for DOPs. In Section 3, the proposed innate-adaptive response and memory based artificial immune system is elaborated on and analyzed. The simulations and comparisons are reported in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusion.
Related Works

Background of AIS
In biology, the immune system has evolved into a sophisticated and effective system to cope with a time-varying and full of danger environment. Three layers are equipped in the immune system to fight against the invasion of non-self invaders, which are collectively referred to as antigens. They are physical and chemical layers as well as the innate and adaptive immune system. Invaded antigens are firstly obstructed by the physical layer. The biochemical environment can also eliminate some of the antigens that pass the upper skin layer. After that, the antigens will face the first inter-related system called the innate immune response (IIR), which is able to distinguish between self and non-self and destroys most of the antigens upon first encounter. The innate cells roam around the body. As soon as an antigen is spotted, the IIR will be activated. The innate cells remove some of the antigens directly through a non-specific response and initiate the adaptive immune response (AIR). The AIR responds specifically to the confronting antigens. According to the clonal selection principle (see Figure 1) , antibodies that can bind with the specific antigens play an essential role in the AIR. Antibodies that have high affinity with the antigen will undergo proliferation and differentiation to further improve their affinity. Through combinatorial recombination and somatic hypermutation, the adaptive immune system can generate a diverse antibody repertoire and refine that repertoire in response to challenge by various external antigens. In this way, the immune system can react effectively to the enormous diversity of antigens by generating antibodies. Moreover, antibodies can differentiate into long-lived memory cells that can generate a rapid response when the same or a similar antigen is detected in the future [4] [5] . Inspired by the immune response mechanisms, researchers have abstracted various AIS models [3] . Among them, the clonal selection algorithm (CSA) [5] is widely used in handling optimization problems. The main operators in CSA are cloning, hypermutation, and selection.
AIS for DOPs
AIS has been popular since the late 1990s. Since then, many researchers have conducted work in this domain to promote its development. Trojanowski et al. [6] implemented five immune-based algorithms for DOPs and test seven different mutation operators. A dynamic stochastic ranking selection immune algorithm was introduced to solve the dynamic knapsack problem with constraints [7] . Dopt-aiNet [8] , which is modified from opt-aiNet, was presented in handling DOPs. Then, a modified dopt-aiNet [9] was proposed for more challenging problems.
Immune primary and secondary responses are studied to solve time dependent optimization problems [10] . The dynamic T-cell model (DTC), which takes inspirations from immune T-cells, was proposed to handle the DOPs [11] . Then, a modified version named Dynamic Constrained T-Cell (DCTC) was proposed to handle DOPs with constraints [12] .
Proposed Method
General Procedure
The proposed algorithm starts with a randomly initialized population. After evaluation, the population is separated into an innate population and an adaptive population. When the environmental change happens, the memory cells will be reevaluated and go through an optima tracking process. The population will be re-initialized and re-divide into an innate population and an adaptive population for the new environment. After that, the adaptive population will undergo the * , Yinghui Meng, and Huaiguang Wu adaptive response, and if the adaptive population closes to the memory cells, they will be deleted to avoid the repeat search. Then, the convergence of the adaptive population is measured. If the adaptive population has converged, the best portion of it will be saved to the memory set, and the rest will be abandoned. When the adaptive population is empty, regeneration will occur from the population. Before that, the innate population will go through the innate response and new randomly generated individuals will fill the population to maintain the fixed size. The iterations go on until the terminal condition is satisfied. The details of the algorithm are presented in the subsections. The flowchart of the proposed AIS based on the innate and adaptive response and memory mechanism (IAMAIS) is presented in Algorithm 1. Re-evaluate the fitness of cells in memory set 7.
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Innate Response
In the biological immune system, the innate response is a non-specific response. It has the same response to all antigens. Innate cells cruise the body to detect invading antigens. In the perspective of optimization, the innate cells' search around the whole body can be considered as a global search. Therefore, each innate cell i Ina in the innate population will go through the innate response as follows:
Ina is the j th dimension of The innate response works for maintaining the diversity of the population and globally searching the antigen. Therefore, besides searching around itself, the innate population also explores the random position inside the decision space in the constructed operator. The above innate response will only be implemented when regeneration of the new adaptive population is needed.
Adaptive Response
Unlike the innate response, the adaptive response is a specific response. It is based on the clonal selection of antibodies with particular specificities. The antibodies in the adaptive population i Adp undergo the cloning, recombination, hypermutation, and selection. Cloning generates copies of the antibodies, and the presence of both recombination and hypermutation diversifies the antibody genes. 
Where j i Adp is the th j dimension of
Adp is the antibody with the highest fitness in the adaptive population,  is a random number in the range of (0,1), 12 , rr are randomly selected numbers between 1 and the size of adaptive population, and jrand is a randomly selected dimension to guarantee at least one dimension is changed.
Hypermutation:
Adp N rand or j jrand Adp Adp otherwise
After recombination and hypermutation, the generated new cell will go through selection. If the i Adp has a fitness that is better than its parent i Adp , then it will take the place of i Adp ; otherwise, it will be abandoned.
The adaptive response is responsible for locally searching the optima. Therefore, in the recombination process, the antibody not only abstracts gene segmentation from the one with the best fitness but also gains information from randomly selected members of the adaptive population. After recombination, the antibody accomplishes fine-tuning through the hypermutation process. In this way, the adaptive population can converge to the local optima rapidly. When the radius of the adaptive population is smaller than 0.1, the adaptive population is considered as converged, and then the best one will be reserved as the memory cell and the other cells will be deleted.
Change Detection and Response
In IAMAIS, the individual with the highest fitness in the population will be re-evaluated at the beginning of each iteration to check if a change happens. A change is perceived when an alteration in fitness of the individual with highest fitness in the population is found. If a change is detected, the cells in the memory set are re-evaluated, and all the cells in the population will be regenerated. Afterward, the population is evaluated and sorted according to its fitness. The top % p of cells will be added into the adaptive population, and the rest enters into the innate population.
Memory-based Optima Tracking
Memory in immune system is responsible for recording antibodies for invading antigens. When the same or similar antigen emerges again, the immune system can generate a rapid response to keep the body safe. Therefore, the memory cells save the optima, which is found by the converged adaptive population. After the change is found, the memory cells will be activated for optima tracking in the upcoming environment. To effectively track the optima, a local search method called the Naïve directed sear algorithm [13] is adopted. 
Experiments
Dynamic Environmental Setup
Moving Peaks Benchmark (MPB) is a generalized model for DOPs [14] . The dynamic fitness landscape is formed by a set of peaks. Each peak is defined by its position, height, and width. Different instances of MPB can be achieved by varying the involved parameters. The environmental parameters setup of the most commonly used configuration is listed in Table 1 and adopted in this paper. 
Experimental Settings
The parameters in IAMAIS are set as follows: the population size is 50, the proportion of adaptive population p is set to 10, distance threshold  equals 30, and deviations in both the innate response 1  and adaptive response 2  are set to 0.2.
The termination condition is 100 environment changes, and there are 5000 fitness evaluations in each environment. The offline error [1] is adopted as a performance measure in the paper.
Experimental Results Analysis on MPB
To analyse the proposed algorithm, the 2-D MPB with ten peaks are tested. Figure 2 presents the distribution of the populations, in which the dot is the innate population while the stars indicate the adaptive population, and the pentagram shows where the memory cells are.
(a) Initial population (b) Adaptive population is converging to one peak (c) Memory cell and the redistributed innate and adaptive population Figure 2 . Population distribution on 2D MPB landscape It can be observed from Figure 2(a) that the initial population is distributed uniformly in the decision space. After about five generations, the adaptive population accumulates to one of the optima of the fitness landscape as shown in Figure 2(b) . Finally, the adaptive population converges on one peak, and it is reserved as a memory cell as presented in Figure 2 (c).
For clear observation of the searching process, Figure 3 shows the memory in the fitness landscape under different environment configurations. The pentagram shows the positions of the memory cells. It can be seen that in the beginning of the search, few peaks are located. As the iterations go on, more and more peaks are found, and finally all the peaks are tracked. The memory cells keep tracking the found optima while the innate population and adaptive population pay attention to the emerging new peaks in the fitness landscape. Figure 4 shows the offline error of IAMAIS in solving MPB on 5D when there are ten peaks and the severity s equals 1. It can be seen that the algorithm can locate the optima quickly with the innate-adaptive response and memory mechanism. 
Experimental Study on Comparing IAMAIS with Other Algorithms
Experiments are conducted to compare the performance of IAMAIS with other algorithms, including mQSO(5,5q) [15] , CLPSO [16] , SPSO [17] , and CESO [18] . The offline error and standard deviation are listed. In the comparison, the results are adopted from the reference paper. Table 2 and Table 3 present the offline error (mean (variance)) of the compared algorithms in the configuration of MPB with different numbers of peaks and different change severities, s respectively.
From Table 2 , it can be seen that the offline errors of IAMAIS increase with the number of peaks until the number of peaks reaches 20 and stabilize after that. This is because when the number of peaks is small, it is easy to track the optima in the limited fitness evaluations. When there are more peaks, it is difficult to track and locate every peak in the limited time. However, with a continuous increase in the number of peaks, the algorithm could locate parts of the peaks with high fitness. It can be found that IAMAIS achieves better results than the comparing algorithm, except CESO when the number of peaks equals 20 and 30. However, the offline errors are quite close. Compared with the rest of the chosen algorithms, the performance of IAMAIS is very competitive for MBP problems with different number of peaks.
When the change severity increases, as displayed in Table 3 , IAMAIS obtains results that show increases as well. The high level of change severity poses a challenge to the algorithm. The simulation results show that the performance of IAMAIS is superior to the rest of the peer competitors. From the experimental simulation, the performance of IAMAIS is * , Yinghui Meng, and Huaiguang Wu competitive. The framework of the proposed AIS based on the innate immune response, adaptive response, and memory mechanism is verified to be effective. 
Conclusions
This research proposes a novel artificial immune system based on the innate response, adaptive response, and memory mechanism for solving DOPs. The population is separated into an innate population and an adaptive population in proportion according to their fitness. The innate immune population works for global search and maintains its diversity, while the adaptive immune population locally searches the optima through cloning, recombination, and hypermutation. The found optima are reserved into the memory set. An optima tracking mechanism is implemented on the memory cells to track the optima once an environmental change is detected. Through the cooperation of the three populations, the algorithm could globally detect the promising area, locate the optima locally, and track the optima effectively in a dynamic environment.
